'He conveys the whole character of a land and a people and a \\ay
of life. A parched fiery wind blows across his pages. They evoke with
almost painful vividness dry air and a remorseless sun beating down
on interminable sand.'—malcolm muggeridge, Time and Tide
£AREN BLIXEN
OUT OF AFRICA	jcpsi    135. 6d. net
'Karen Blixen's second book—her masterpiece—first appeared in
1937. She translated it from her own Danish. Sometimes she reversed
this process, which was always a painful one. It is one of those works
that appeal particularly to writers. It is not surprising mat Heming-
way, Laurens van der Post, Gerald Hanley and Thomas Hinde
should have revered out of africa. They knew and know
Kenya. But Malcolm Lowry, a very different sort of writer, who had
never set foot on the ground she made so much her own, was never
without a copy of it, wherever he found himself. The very simplicity
of the book makes it difficult to describe. It is at once intensely
personal and supremely objective. She identified herself with the
green hills and blue horizons of Kenya. Her patrician spirit enabled
her to evoke that magic landscape, its people and its animals, without
sentimentality or proprietariness. She was there from 1913 to 1931
and missed the subsequent confusions, but this marvellous book—it
is full of marvels—can never lose its validity.*—john davenport
CILVERT'S DIARY
Selections from the Diary of the Rev. Francis Kilvert, 1870-9
Chosen, Edited and Introduced by William Plomer
With decorations by John Piper	JCP22    135. 6d. net
This Diary, -which paints a unique picture of country life in mid-
Victorian times, has come to be recognized as a classic: its author
has been compared to Dorothy Wordsworth, whom he admired, and
even to Pepys. It was kept from January 1870 until March 1879, and
was closely written in 22 notebooks.
'The discovery of the extensive diary of the Reverend Francis Kilvert
some years ago added a new classic to English diary literature. The
original selections, in three volumes, appeared under the careful and
sympathetic editorship of William Plomer between 1938 and 1940.
The present abridged one-volume edition with decorations by John
Piper has been admirably prepared and selected by the same hand.

